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Top News
Your Organization’s Greatest Threat
Might Be You!
If you’re working from home more often, you’re not alone. The
expanded mobile workforce brought on by the pandemic is creating
new IT security threats for organizations. Stay on top of them by
getting the NEW GTAG, “Auditing Mobile Computing.”

Get your copy here.

Register Early for 2022 International
Conference to Save
It’s time to experience a world-class program focused on delivering
timely, forward-thinking presentations by globally recognized and
renowned speakers. Register today and prepare for winds of
change and waves of impact as you get equipped with the latest
tools and resources needed to stay current in the ever-evolving
internal audit landscape.

Register now for International Conference.

Longtime Researcher & Educator
Empowers the Next Generation
Urton Anderson has been teaching and conducting groundbreaking research for the last 30 years. As a supporter of the
Internal Audit Foundation’s Academic Fund, he is providing tools for
educators and opportunities for students to be future-ready.

Read more on Urton’s career and the Foundation’s
Academic Fund.

Knowledge & Resources
Gain Clarity on Compliance
This new Global Perspectives & Insights explains why a clear
understanding of roles is critical to effective compliance and
independent assurance. It includes analysis on applying the Three
Lines Model’s Six Principles and practical illustrations from
practitioners.

Read the report today.

On the Frontlines: The CISO and the
Three Lines Model
Have you ever wondered where the chief information security
officer (CISO) fits within The IIA's Three Lines Model? The truth is
there is no right answer, and different CISOs will perform different
duties. However, identifying where your CISO fits can help guide
your audit approach.

Read Jerry Perullo’s blog now.

Increase Your ESG Efforts
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) is a hot topic
globally, across all industries and organizations. Yet, a new report
from the Internal Audit Foundation, The IIA, and EY reveals that
35% of respondents say they are not involved in their organization’s
ESG efforts.

Download the report now.

Internal Audit and Boards Must Take
Corporate Culture Seriously
Culture is a risk and is fundamental to the success of every
organization, even more so in a post-Covid world. A new report
from the Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors seeks to identify
where good progress has been made, challenge the profession to
up its game, and provide guidance for those who have yet to start
or are early in their corporate culture journey.

Read the report from the Chartered Institute of Internal
Auditors.

Upcoming Global Events
06–08 April

21 April

02–06 May

04 May

San Jose, Costa
Rica

Singapore

Mombasa, Kenya

Stockholm, Sweden

IIA‒Singapore:
Public Sector
Internal Audit
Conference

IIA‒Kenya: 19th
Annual Seminar

IIA–Sweden: Hybrid
GRC Conference
2022

16–17 May

26–27 May

22–24 June

17–20 July

Quito, Ecuador

Bled, Slovenia

Sydney, Australia

Chicago, IL, USA

IIA‒Ecuador: X
Congress of
Internal Audit

IIA‒Slovenia:
Annual Conference

IIA‒Australia: 15th
Annual Internal
Auditors
Conference

The IIA's 2022
International
Conference

FLAI: Congreso
Latinoamericano de
Auditoria Interna
(CLAI)

More Learning Opportunities
Stay Risk Ready With CRMA
As the only risk management assurance certification for internal
auditors, the Certification in Risk Management Assurance ®
(CRMA®) focuses on the key elements to unlocking internal audit’s
full potential. If you’re already a CIA, the next step toward even
more success is earning the CRMA.

Learn more about CRMA today.

Take Your Career to the Next Level
as a CRMA
With current information and trends, explanatory examples, and
useful tables and figures, the CRMA® Exam Study Guide and
Practice Questions, 2nd Edition, will not only serve as an aid to
taking the exam but will also enhance your knowledge of risk
management assurance for audit-related activity.

Learn more.
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